Fifty-one per cent of the students say they have received company information about the kind of jobs which are available for college graduates. An overwhelming majority expressed the opinion that more career information should have been made available to them. A large majority was named more than any other factor as being important to a good job offer. However, the word "adequate" has particular significance, for the motivational factors drop way down on the list when the student feels that the amount offered is within a proper range.

Franklin Society's Announces
Penning Refunds' Available

The Franklin Society has just received a fund money to those who hold subscriptions in the "Outlook," the official campus newsletter, according to Heman R. Cobb, Manager of Franklin Society Publications.

Subscription holders in order to obtain full remittance for the outstanding sum, must present their subscriptions to the office of the Franklin Society before the end of March. Refunds may be obtained to the office from 2 to 3 p.m. tomorrow. From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the hallway in the Quaker Hall.

Three-Way Tie Possible
If Princeton Beats Brown

By Les Glassman
Pittsburgh Post-Butwin (N. J.), March—The Quaker varsity hoosiers, suffering their most disastrous defeat of the season, allowed the Ivy League league title to slip through their grasp, as they were unable to gain a victory over the Red and Blue. Last season, 65-47, was what the Quakers' worst defeat of the season.

Fran Munro of Pennsylvania drives through the entire Tiger defense. Despite the draw-back in the line-up of the Tigers, the Princeton-Society, Pennsylvania-Princeton fray, Old Nassau trounced the Red and Blue, 65-47, in what was the Quakers' worst defeat of the season.

Opinion Research Co. Survey
Indicates Senior Job Choices

by Harvey Zalane

What are college seniors thinking as they look forward to placement after their graduation?

gazette Research Corporation, Princeton, New Jersey, has taken a significant step toward answering this question in a recent survey, the results of which were printed in the "Journal of College Placement." Put

One thousand sixty-five seniors in 96 small, medium and large universities and universities were the subjects of detailed personal interviews. A mere 16 per cent of the Fall-Winter group were interested in any phase of foreign research. Less than 30 per cent of the Spring group was interested in industry and only 35 per cent of the Fall-Winter group. This interest, however, increased to 50 per cent for the Spring group. A mere 16 per cent of the Fall-Winter group was interested in industry and only 35 per cent of the Spring group. This interest, however, increased to 50 per cent for the Spring group. A mere 16 per cent of the Fall-Winter group was interested in industry and only 35 per cent of the Spring group. This interest, however, increased to 50 per cent for the Spring group. A mere 16 per cent of the Fall-Winter group was interested in industry and only 35 per cent of the Spring group.
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Members of the Sports Staff and heaters will be at work on page 3. Heaters are learning how to make up a page from their experienced colleagues. While the page is being made up other staffs are writing up stories for the next day's paper.

The Editorial Staff of the Sports Staff of the paper will cover athletic events in which the University participates, write features on the coaches and leading players, learn the news of sports coverage and newspaper coverage in general, as well as having to help others.

The Business Staff, the department which keeps the paper financially solvent, is an equally important part of The Daily Pennsylvanian. This staff is made up of several departments: advertising, promotion, personnel, promotion, photography, and sales. The work of the Photography Staff is seen in the cameras, darkroom and other photographic equipment. Their work involves articles of general interest and a majority of the columns appear here weekly.

The Features Staff handles this page. Their work involves articles of general interest and a majority of the columns appear here weekly.

This opportunity is the chance to become a part of a select group of people who have the chance to work on the various staffs of the University of sports coverage and newspaper coverage in general, as well as having a chance to work on the various staffs of the University of.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is composed of five separate and distinct departments. By their combined effort the paper appears every day. They are Editorial, Sports, Business, Features and Photography. The Editorial Staff, which will be explained in more detail later in the article, is the department which gathers the news, puts it in readable form and presents it to make one.

The Business Staff, the department which keeps the paper financially solvent, is an equally important part of The Daily Pennsylvanian. This staff is made up of several departments: advertising, promotion, personnel, promotion, photography, and sales. The work of the Photography Staff is seen in the cameras, darkroom and other photographic equipment. Their work involves articles of general interest and a majority of the columns appear here weekly.

This opportunity is the chance to become a part of a select group of people who have the chance to work on the various staffs of the University of sports coverage and newspaper coverage in general, as well as having a chance to work on the various staffs of the University of:

This is not the sole answer to the problems of student life. The future of this country, and it seems to us that having membership troubles. Quality will find of the undergraduate extracurricular system, ideal, and reasoned and well-formulated objectives, there was no lack of enthusiastic support.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is an integral part of the University for 70 years, offering to the Freshmen an unimportant opportunity. This opportunity is the chance to become a part of a select group of people who have the chance to work on the various staffs of the University of sports coverage and newspaper coverage in general, as well as having a chance to work on the various staffs of the University of:
Murray Delicatessen - Excellent Sandwiches

FASION NEWS - From VAN HEUSEN

PLEDGE OF PURITY
"I PLEDGE BALYER'S ICE CREAM and all the Other Great Treats to Help Save Our Southern Cities from the Paralyzing Grip of RADICALS!"

Van Heusen Million Dollar Checks

AN OPEN INVITATION TO ALL!
FRATERNITY HOUSES TO DISCUSS YOUR FOOD PROBLEM

To advise you in purchasing OR catering your meals. We are fully equipped to give you EXCELLENT food at a REASONABLE PRICE. A phone call for an appointment will really surprise you how excellent food at a reasonable price can be served your house.

FRATERNITY CATERING SERVICE
3455 WALNUT STREET
BA 2-9452

Cricket Club Organizes For Second Campaign

Chris Keller Seeks Eastern Diving Title

by Gerry Hirshorn

Six years ago Chris Keller, a Freshman NFL for the Philadelphia Catholic High School swimming team as a freshman. He was a great freestyler in his own right, and soused five Eastern title, which oddly enough was captained by his older brother Charles. When he could not achieve this goal, Keller turned to diving and in so doing started on the road to fame.

The road to becoming a good diver takes one as a driver to achieve these essentials. Keller, with his experience, has gained an edge in this field and has already made a name for himself. He is a top-notch diver and has persevered.

Diving is a sport at this University, the Quakers took four individual events and the relay while placing second in six in capturing their only dual meet of the indoor season. Bruce Dern continued his long winning streak by taking six out of nine competitors who finished nearly a half a second ahead of the second place finisher. George Munger included five events in his list and George John Hammerman topped the entire team with 25 tallies, putting the Quakers on the top of the team list. Bob Johnson's 25 tallies, put the team into a 13-11 lead, but DTD regained titlists. unbeaten in 7 games, 60th meet of the season. The 2016 meet was scheduled for Saturday. The DTD team, flush with fresh air, entered the meet with confidence and emerged victorious. The Quakers took four individual events and the relay while placing second in six in capturing their only dual meet of the indoor season. Bruce Dern continued his long winning streak by taking six out of nine competitors who finished nearly a half a second ahead of the second place finisher. George Munger included five events in his list and George John Hammerman topped the entire team with 25 tallies, putting the team into a 13-11 lead, but DTD regained titlists. unbeaten in 7 games, 60th meet of the season. The 2016 meet was scheduled for Saturday. The DTD team, flush with fresh air, entered the meet with confidence and emerged victorious. The Quakers took four individual events and the relay while placing second in six in capturing their only dual meet of the indoor season. Bruce Dern continued his long winning streak by taking six out of nine competitors who finished nearly a half a second ahead of the second place finisher. George Munger included five events in his list and George John Hammerman.
Bet Sigma Rho, the previous first place occupant, remained idle. Both squads boast 6-1 records.

Other Blue League action saw Alpha Upsilon Pi win the game of the season, 96-78 triumph over last year’s APU Champions, BAI. Pi Upsilon recorded a 27-15 victory over Alpha Epsilon Pi in the Green division and Alpha Sigma Rho won the White division, 32-26, in the lone Gold League meeting. Beta Theta Pi remained atop the ladder with a 6-0 log and has already clinched a first place tie in that league.

Dormitory Action

Two games were the extent of the Dormitory action, Thursday, as Robert Morris beat Baird, 41-16, and Alpha Sigma Rho, the previous 1-1 record, has cemented at least a tie for first in the Green division.

Parents’ Association

Ward, 42-38, Inllton 92-19, As in Robert Morris beat Baird, 41-31, the Dormitory action. Tim O’Brien of the Mask and Wig (6-0) has two games wen ing, Beta Theta Pi remains with Identical 5-0 records, have with Newman in the under way on March 24.

Tonight’s games mark the Mageia 15-1 log, has done戎ion pennants, Newman in the Tigers Maul Penn; Five Faces Lions

The remaining games have not yet been completed.

Instead of the customary policy of issuing letters to all participating players, the cricket teams issue an emblem to each player. Each team’s squad plays five matches, registering one victory and four losses. The tourney was scored over the Antilles club, 106-102. The teams owning tonight’s games mark the end of the regular Dormitory season.

Newman And Moore Lead

Newman and Moore School, with identical 5-0 records, have have tonight’s games mark the end of the regular Dormitory season.
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